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About this Document
This document summarizes the following for the CommonSpot 10.8.0 release:

● Enhancements
● Notable Bug Fixes
● Important Notes
● Special Upgrade Offer

For detailed instructions about installing CommonSpot, see the current release of the
CommonSpot Installation Guide.

For detailed instructions about upgrading from a previous version of CommonSpot, see the
current release of the CommonSpot Upgrade Guide. Review carefully all Pre-Upgrade
instructions.

NOTE: Before installing or upgrading to this release, review all other Release Notes
documents from your current version of CommonSpot to this version.  For example, if you are
upgrading from version 10.0.2, please refer to all CommonSpot 10.5.x, 10.6.x, and 10.7.x
Release Notes, as well as this document.

Enhancements
Release 10.8.0 of CommonSpot includes the following enhancements.

SAML-based Single Sign-on Authentication
CommonSpot 10.8 adds the ability to integrate with enterprise-level user management by using
a SAML Identity Provider to authenticate users and manage group memberships.  Initially,
supported SAML implementations include ADFS, Okta, and Amazon's AWS SSO.  Please note
that due to current limitations, group management is not supported with AWS SSO.  Also, note
that secure connections (HTTPS) are required for all single sign-on logins.

Updated Platform Support
CommonSpot has added support for the following platforms:

● Adobe ColdFusion 2021
● Lucee 5.3.7.47
● Microsoft SQL Server 2019
● MySQL 8
● Solr 8.8.2
● ADF 2.6.1

Please note that MySQL 5.7 had previously been de-supported. Please upgrade to MySQL 8.0.
See the Tech-Specs page on the PaperThin support site for the most up-to-date information.
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Image Gallery Permissions
Prior to the introduction of multiple Image Galleries, the “Private” image gallery was available so
an individual could save images into their own private gallery where other users did not have
access. In order to make these “private” images available to administrators in the case where a
contributor is either no longer a contributor or has expired, the permissions on private images
have been changed. Site Administrators have access to manage all images that are in individual
“private” galleries. Subsite Administrators can manage all “private” images located within
subsites for which they are the administrator. In addition, the search criteria feature has been
enhanced to include “Anyone” and “Not Me or My Groups” as options in the “Owner” filter when
the user doing the search is allowed to access private images.

Improved Session Handling
CommonSpot 10.8 improves memory efficiency and the end-user experience for installations
with more than one CommonSpot site.  For instance, prior to CommonSpot 10.8, if the
CommonSpot instance has SiteA and SiteB, when a user logged into SiteA, the user was also
immediately (and transparently) logged into SiteB. Starting with CommonSpot 10.8, the user
logging into SiteA will only be logged in to SiteB when he makes a request to SiteB.

Simple Form Submission Enhancements
To improve the ability to alert users with a message of your choosing when a Simple Form is
submitted, the following options are available:

● Message replaces the Simple Form on the same page
● Submit to a specified CommonSpot page

CommonSpot 8.0 adds
● Render the message in an alert box that will render in the viewable area of the page

rather than the previous option that replaces the Simple Form with the message.
● Call a JavaScript function of your choice. It can be loaded on the page in a custom script

or registered in Site Administration > Resources.

Instagram
CommonSpot 10.8 now has the means to enable access to Instagram data. The steps to enable
Instagram data access in your Facebook App in the FB Dev Console are as follows.

The relevant Instagram account must be converted to a Business Account if it hasn't been
already. Instructions on how to do that are located here:
https://www.facebook.com/help/instagram/502981923235522

The Instagram account must be connected to a Facebook Page. As part of the conversion of an
Instagram account to a business account, there is the step to connect the IG account to a
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Facebook page. If that step wasn't taken during the time of the account conversion those steps
can be found here: https://www.facebook.com/help/instagram/399237934150902

Once these steps are completed then you can either

1) Setup a new channel for Facebook (if one hadn't already been created) as described in the
Site Administration chapter of the Administrator Guide. The new addition here is the "Enable
access to Instagram Data" checkbox which needs to be checked.

2) Update the configuration of your existing Facebook channel and check the checkbox "Enable
access to Instagram Data". At that point you will have to re-establish the connection by clicking
on "Revoke Access" and then click on "Save" and the connection process will be re-run. Follow
the prompts from Facebook, it may ask you to select which Instagram account you want to
connect to and what Facebook Page you want to connect to. After that the process is complete
and you can use your own custom code to pull Instagram data from the Facebook API or use
the PT Social Media App available from the PaperThin Community Site
(https://community.paperthin.com)

Multimedia
It is now possible to upload a new version of a video to YouTube and Brightcove multimedia
channels.

Standard Properties dialog
When a Subsite has defined a page prefix value we now render it below the Page Title field in
the Standard Properties dialog for reference.

Filter Criteria
“Starts With” and “Ends With” were added as options for Page Index and Custom Element filter
operators.

Logging
In some cases, error log entries can be very large, and if the underlying error occurs frequently,
the error logs can exhaust available disk space. This patch breaks out large (defined by default
as larger than 20,000 characters) entries into a limited pool of 'oversize log' files to limit this risk.
The process will create a maximum number of auxiliary log files and rewrite them starting with
the oldest so that excessive disk space will not be consumed. Adding the following 2 lines to
servervars.cfm then restarting the ColdFusion engine will allow the default settings to be
customized.

ServerInfo.maxLogEntrySize = "20000"; (20,000 characters is the default)
ServerInfo.maxOversizeFiles = "10"; (10 files is the default)
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ADF PT Calendar
An enhancement was made to PT Calendar that allows the Calendar Administrator to default
the display to one event category on the calendar administration pages. It is also possible to
hide the filters to enforce that only those events in a particular category are displayed. This
provides the ability to create a management page that can be used to edit only that category's
events. These options are configured via 2 variables in the UI of the custom script element that
generates the calendar event administration pages. More detail can be found in the PT
Calendar installation instructions.
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Notable Bug Fixes

Authentication
● A JavaScript error could occur when a user logs out, particularly if the CommonSpot

dashboard is not in use.
● Under certain circumstances, CommonSpot logins would fail on Lucee installations,

particularly if the user has visited the Lucee administrator before browsing to
CommonSpot content.

● User expiration was only checked at login time, so as long as the user maintained the
existing session the previous rights remained. With this release, as soon as the account
expires, the user's login reverts to the limitations of an anonymous user.

● In certain circumstances, a user would be automatically logged out immediately after
logging in.

Bulleted List Element
● The 'Move' menu options were incorrectly being rendered in a section of the Bulleted List

UI that caused them to fail when used.

Cache
● The 'latest update' timestamp for custom elements was not updated reliably with certain

combinations of cache performance settings.
● Under certain circumstances, browsers would cache content that is not readable by

anonymous users.

Categories
● Changes to Element categories were not seen until a ColdFusion or Lucee restart. They

are now recognized immediately.

Container Element
● The Container Properties setting to “Limit the number of contained elements to [x]" was

not reliably limiting the number of elements.

Content
● Content rendered in CommonSpot dialogs in data grids under certain circumstances

contained 'zero-width space' characters which can cause problems if users select and
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copy this content to the clipboard and paste it back into a CommonSpot dialog. These
'zero-width space' characters have been removed.

Custom Authentication
● User account expiration may not have been enforced correctly when the

'custom-authentication' customization is in use.

Custom Element
● The element menu of a Global Custom Element sometimes cuts off the bottom 2 items

when opened via the pencil icon.
● Under certain conditions, an error would occur when adding or updating an 'extended

URL' field in a custom element.
● The ability to "Save As" a custom element has been removed from the page level

element menu.  Attempting this operation under certain circumstances would corrupt
data. It is still possible to "Clone" a custom element in Site Administration.

● Attempting to edit an imported Custom Field Type would generate a JavaScript error.
● Fixed spacing within the UI for the CommonSpot Extended URL field.

Custom Metadata
For Metadata Form bindings, we only allow binding to a single Image Gallery. The option to bind
to all image galleries was an invalid option and was removed.

Dashboard
● The Left Pane in the Dashboard did not properly highlight the selected item.
● The Subsite Tree control did not always scroll down far enough to render the current

subsite.
● In some cases, unlicensed (and unavailable) features were visible to users in the

CommonSpot interface.
● 24473-10.7.1 The Entrance Tab items were not highlighted correctly when they had the

focus.

Datasheet
● Section Label and Section Text fields in a Custom Element were available for inclusion in

a Datasheet, even though these field types have no content. They have been removed.

Drop Down List of Links
● The Link List Layout Properties were not being honored when placing the elements

within the parent cell.
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Facebook Integration
● CommonSpot’s Facebook interface was updated to comply with the latest Facebook API

updates.

Formatted Text Block
● The 'source' button was not always available in the rich text editor for users (and group

members) who should have seen it.
● If the CKEditor CDN was unavailable for any reason, an error would occur which

prevented saving updates to a Formatted Text Block element.
● Setting permissions on viewing the Source icon in the Rich Text Editor did not always set

the permissions as expected.
● The height and width of the Formatted Text Block, when used in a Custom Element, was

not rendering correctly based on the settings in Edit Form Field > Other Properties tab.

Hooks
● Custom authentication logic would encounter problems with the 'defaultGroupNames'

and 'additionalGroupNames' arguments if a group name contained one or more
commas.  New 'defaultGroupNamesDelimiter' and 'additionalGroupNamesDelimiter'
arguments have been added to allow the use of an alternate list delimiter (the vertical
bar is recommended).

● Several hooks did not guard against the hook outputting data unexpectedly. Hooks are
now prevented from rendering output where appropriate to prevent unexpected crashes
or output.

HTML Element
● The option to edit an HTML document in the browser has been removed. Users may edit

this content within the Rich Text Editor or upload a new HTML file.

Images
● When scheduling the 'Generate WebP Images' scheduled job, using the 'all' option in the

'Image Gallery' list resulted in an error.
● Editing the Generate WebP Images scheduled job would throw an error with a validation

message when no gallery was selected.
● CommonSpot was forcing Fly-over text by substituting the Image Title when no Fly-over

text existed. Additionally, an issue was fixed where the Title and/or Alt Text was
inconsistently saved.

● Marking an Image Gallery as a favorite did not take effect immediately.
● In some cases, an Image Index would not display the requested number of images, even

though more than enough images met the criteria.
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● Images smaller than 200 pixels wide were rendered incorrectly.  They are no longer
stretched to 200 pixels. Their original width is used, instead of stretching the image.

● CommonSpot now displays an improved warning message when adding new sizes to an
Image Gallery when the size does not meet the specified requirements.

● If Image Resizing was disabled in Site Administration, attempting to edit the image size
from within an image element would fail with a hung dialog instead of a meaningful error
message.

● The Image Element has been updated to render a clearer message when the selected
image no longer exists. Prior to this release, no message was shown.

● Site Administrators now see all private images in the Reports of Images, and Subsite
Administrators also see private images in subsites for which they are Admin.

Links
● The ability to link to a bookmark was missing from the custom element Extended URL

field. It has been added.
● Multiple fixes involving links to bookmarks were made in this release.
● An error occurred under certain circumstances when adding or updating an 'extended

URL' field in a custom element.
● A link to a named element on the same page in a Formatted Text Block would incorrectly

render the full URL of the page.
● CommonSpot now uses the “data-id” attribute in place of the “class” attribute when

storing CommonSpot related information in links.

Multimedia
● Occasional crashes were encountered when defining a Multimedia Element.

Page Index Element
● When templates were ‘Manually Selected’ they did not display while rendering the page.
● Altering settings that affect subsite inclusion in a Page Index was not clearing cache

appropriately to render the proper items.

Page Management
● The System Variable names of Page Caption and Page Title did not match Standard

Properties CommonSpot Title and Page Title fields. Users need to run the Upgrade to
see this change.

Page Set Element
● CommonSpot was forcing spacing within page set index items which were not

necessary.
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PDF Element
● Added missing "Center" option for PDF alignment. Improved UI for Advanced Search for

a pdf document.

Reassign Ownership
● Updated UI in the Reassign Ownership dialog to render more descriptive and

appropriate text.

Registered URL
● Under specific circumstances, a new Registered URL would ignore the Include in Page

Indexes checkbox setting.

Replication
● Minor UI defect prevented adding new replication records.
● If the interval between incremental replication events exceeds 30 days, some data

related to deleted items could be lost, which could lead to sporadic errors (including
primary key violations) in subsequent replications.

Saved Search
● Saving Custom Filter Criteria for a Saved Search with a Taxonomy Browser field had a

JavaScript error.
● Changing the Date Restriction in the All Saved Searches dialog to Creation Date did not

function properly.

Scheduled Jobs
● Action column icon to change the state of a Scheduled Job was only displayed in Server

Administration. It was missing in Customer and Site Administration.

Search
● Under certain circumstances, the 'starts with' and 'ends with' comparison operators

would cause a SQL error when used with the 'advanced search' feature.  Also, various
comparison operators would return unexpected results if the match string contains '%'
and/or '_' characters (i.e. search for "title contains '50%'" would return items where the
title contains '50' but not '50%')

● New pages and page updates would fail to reindex automatically when changes are
published.
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● Certain configuration errors in the full-text search interface would cause CommonSpot
initialization to fail.

● Errors were logged if a full-text collection was not updated correctly after deletion of a
subsite.

● Under certain conditions, the CommonSpot full-text interface would fail to load after
applying an Adobe ColdFusion updater.

● Under certain conditions, the Search form elements would not render correctly after a
subsite is deleted.

● This release Improves the warning message when attempting to reindex a Search
Collection if the Search Service does not happen to be running. Previously, this situation
used to throw an error.

● When renaming a subsite, CommonSpot now checks first to see if the Search Service is
running before attempting to reindex the collection as part of the subsite rename
process.

Security
● A security vulnerability was resolved regarding malicious link manipulation.
● Links to uploaded documents were not rendered correctly for documents where

anonymous users do not have 'read' permission.
● When displaying a summary of Content Security settings, a formatting error made the

lists of settings hard to read.
● Customer Admin rights are now assigned to the site administrators group for the first site

created under a new 'customer' key. This ensures at least one account besides
‘admin-commonspot’ can manage Users and Groups.

● Under various conditions, contributors with Subsite Administration permissions did not
have all the permissions they should have had.

Server Administrator
● Under certain conditions, users would encounter JavaScript errors on the Server

Administrator page.

Shared Database
● Installation of a shared database ROPS would fail when configuring data source

connections.

Simple Form
● The Section Label field type is now allowed to span the width of the Simple Form.
● The Section Text field in a Custom Element, when bound to a Simple Form, was not

displayed correctly on the page in the Simple Form.
● It was possible to delete a page that had been assigned as the Form Action of a Simple

Form. Now his is prohibited and an appropriate message is displayed.
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● A Formatted Text Block field in a Simple Form was not honoring the Height and Width
settings on the Other tab. Warnings have been improved when the parameters do not fit
within legitimate boundaries.

Social Media
● In some circumstances, the 'Add Social Media Rule' dialog would crash upon

submission.
● In the 'Add Social Media Rule', the selection of a template was not clearly indicated to

the user.
● CommonSpot now checks for administrative permissions on any social media or

multimedia channel in order to render the Site Administration menu in the Entrance Tab.
● In some circumstances it was not possible to Post to a Group, Get Comments, Send

Comments or Get Counts of Likes, Comments, etc.

Subsite Administration
● Changing a subsite's name but leaving the title and description unchanged would result

in an error related to an associated full-text collection name.
● If a page prefix is defined in Subsite Administration, the Standard Properties dialog now

displays the subsite prefix value for reference.
● CommonSpot no longer allows deletion of a subsite that is explicitly used in a Search

Form Element.

System Fields
● The System Field for Standard Page Description now properly honors carriage returns

when rendered.

User Management
● Deletion of or removal of contributor status now presents a warning and is prevented

under these conditions:
○ The user owns a Scheduled Job.
○ The user account is a Server Administrator.
○ The user account is a Customer Administrator.

Utilities
● Corrected permissions on the Upload File utility.

Visual Diff
● The legend text in the Visual Difference dialog was updated to more accurately

represent the detected changes.
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Work Requests
● Under certain conditions, trying to type in any of the fields of the Add Work Request

Resource dialog failed.

Important Notes
The following describes issues that may affect the operation of your CommonSpot site. Please
review these notes before installing or upgrading to this release.

Upgrading with MySQL

If MySQL 5.6 is in use, you must do the following:
1. Upgrade MySQL to 5.7

○ To upgrade these databases, follow the upgrade instructions provided in MySQL
5.7 documentation, or use the built-in Server Administration > Utilities > Server
Tools > Database Conversion tool to migrate your databases from MySQL 5.6 to
MySQL 5.7.

2. Upgrade CommonSpot to 10.6
3. Upgrade MySQL to 8.0.  Follow instructions provided on the MySQL website, including

upgrades to the MySQL system databases.
○ Upgrades to MySQL 8.0 must be completed before upgrading CommonSpot to

version 10.7.
4. Upgrade CommonSpot to 10.7 or later

If MySQL 5.7 is in use, you must do the following:
1. Upgrade MySQL to 8.0.  Follow instructions provided on the MySQL website, including

upgrades to the MySQL system databases.
○ Upgrades to MySQL 8.0 must be completed before upgrading CommonSpot to

version 10.7 or later
2. Upgrade CommonSpot to 10.7 or later

See Knowledge Base Article for details.

Adobe ColdFusion Cookie Update Setting
In the ColdFusion Administrator, uncheck the Server Setting > Memory Variables > Session
Cookie Settings > Disable updating ColdFusion internal cookies using ColdFusion
tags/functions. If this setting is checked, it prevents the ability to log in to CommonSpot.
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Removal of Cookie Login option
In order to make CommonSpot more secure, starting in 10.5.2 and 10.6.1, the Client Variables
dialog has removed the “Enable Persistent Cookies” option. This dialog is accessed via Server
Administration > Configuration > Client Variables. This prevents the cookies from being hijacked
for cross-site scripting exploits.

Adobe ColdFusion 'Allowed file extensions for CFInclude tag'
setting
Make sure this option is set to '*' (single asterisk, no quotes) in the ColdFusion administrator's
"Server Settings" section 'Settings' page).

Deprecated Hooks
The following hooks have been removed:

● override-contact-form-fields.cfm
● custom-user-info-form-fields.cfm

JVM Settings for Linux
On Linux installations, pages or uploaded documents with extended characters in the filename
will cause problems (including crashes) if the JVM is not configured correctly.  CommonSpot
now verifies the configuration at startup time.

Add the following lines to the startup scripts for both Adobe ColdFusion and Lucee:

export LC_ALL="en_US.UTF-8"
export LANG="en_US.UTF-8"

These need to run before the 'coldfusion start' (ACF) or 'lucee_ctl start' step. The locale can be
different (i.e. the first part doesn't have to be 'en_US'), but the second part must be UTF-8, and
the two settings should be the same.

Lucee Settings on Linux

If Apache and Lucee are NOT running as the same user, the following setting change must be
made in catalina.sh.

● Set UMASK to be 0022 instead of the default of 0027, which blocks access to everyone
except admin and the Lucee process user.
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A bug in Lucee prevents the programmatic setting of the correct 'connection limit' value for data
sources.  Please use the Lucee 'server' administrator to update all of your CommonSpot data
sources.  Select '-inf-' as the connection limit for each one.

Multimedia

● In order to play a multimedia file from the Multimedia Report, there must be at least one
player set with each multimedia file type as the default. Go to Site Administration >
Multimedia Services > [ External and/or Local ] > Players > Edit > Supported Formats  -
Select at least one so that all formats used on your site have a default player.

Run Upgrade & Other Utilities
All releases require running /commonspot/upgrade/ to reset factory data, database indexes, and
database functions. Then restart ColdFusion/Lucee.

PaperThin also recommends the following:
● Clear Browser Cache

○ Instruct all users to clear browser cache. This step is required for using the Rich
Text Editor in CommonSpot as well as native dialogs.

● Rebuild Stub Files
○ You should run the Rebuild Stub Files update utility. See Site Administration -

Utilities - Rebuild Stub Files.
● Rebuild Cache

○ This update may result in outdated cache files.  For best results, schedule a
Rebuild Cache job to run periodically to make sure that even the oldest cache
files are reasonably current.  See Server Administration - Utilities - Server
Scheduled Jobs.

Full-Text Search
● Because of limitations in the 'built-in' search engines provided with ColdFusion and

Lucee, these engines are no longer supported by CommonSpot. We recommend
installing the latest available Solr as described in this Knowledge Base Article.

● REINDEXING REQUIRED: If you are upgrading from a CommonSpot release prior to
10.6, all full-text collections need to be deleted and recreated.  If a custom interface has
been written using the API, several methods have new arguments which will need to be
handled.  If you have already performed this reindexing (and any code updates) as part
of upgrading to CommonSpot 10.6, no further reindexing is required to upgrade to
CommonSpot 10.7

● For security reasons, ensure that the Solr engine is not visible beyond the local network
(i.e. ensure that port 8980 (or whatever port Solr is configured to use) is closed to
outside requests).
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Style Sheet Considerations
If upgrading from any version prior to 10.5.0, this section may require action by you prior to the
upgrade. Failure to take these steps could result in unexpected styles being applied.

Some of CommonSpot's core styles have changed to make CommonSpot fully 508 compliant.
The use of inline styles and Presentational attributes has been removed for CommonSpot
elements in favor of classes.  Prior to 10.5.0, the 'default.css' style sheet in the site's root 'style'
folder was not overwritten so as to avoid discarding any customizations.

CommonSpot 10.5.0 had moved all the stock classes from default.css to
\commonspot\site-default.css to allow separation between CommonSpot default values and
site-specific customizations.

If your Style Sheet Sets include default.css (from the \site root\style folder) the upgrade to
10.5.0 will change the reference to \commonspot\site-default.css instead.

● If you have made no alterations to default.css there is no action needed on your part
● If all your custom styles are made via additional style sheets added to the style sheet

set, there is no action needed on your part.
● If you have modified default.css (changed or added) you must make modifications in

order to keep the custom styles you need.

Compare your copy of \yoursite\style\default.css to \commonspot\site-default.css.  There are
two options available to keep your custom styles.

1. Move the custom styles you wish to keep to \site root\style\default-override.css. If this file
is present, it will be loaded automatically for the whole site. . If that is an acceptable
option no further action is necessary. If you do NOT want all your custom styles to be
loaded for the whole site, use option 2.

2. Move the custom styles to a new style sheet and register that sheet with the appropriate
style sheet set(s)

Other Notes
Read all interim release notes. This is particularly important if you are upgrading from a
release earlier than 9.0.5. Interim release notes document important changes to system and
configuration requirements, browser and server cache handling, scheduled jobs, text handling,
and performance considerations.  Read all Release Notes starting with versions greater than
your current version including 9.0.5, 10.0.x, 10.5.x, 10.6.x, and 10.7.x which are available from:
http://www.paperthin.com/support/knowledgebase/doclibrary/index.cfm

Recommendations and requirements for ColdFusion, Lucee, and MySQL settings can be found
here:
https://www.paperthin.com/support/knowledgebase/articles/configuration-settings.cfm
https://www.paperthin.com/support/knowledgebase/articles/lucee-requirements.cfm
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https://www.paperthin.com/support/knowledgebase/articles/Supported-MySQL-Versions.cfm

If you have custom code using CommonSpot variables, review updates to deprecated values on
the PaperThin Support site for all releases.  Please visit:
https://www.paperthin.com/support/knowledgebase/deprecated-variables.cfm
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Special Upgrade Offer
PaperThin has launched a new online product that helps organizations more efficiently test their
website upgrades.  In a nutshell, the product reduces the manual testing effort required to
ensure your website upgrade did not adversely affect your site while providing more accurate
automated testing results.

How does it work?  The cloud-based Website Upgrade Tester tool takes screenshots of pages
within your site, before and after your Website upgrade. It then visually compares the
screenshots, examining them pixel-by-pixel to see if there are any differences, and reports those
to you. You can quickly view either a 'difference' image, which shows the changed pixels in red,
or a side-by-side comparison of the before and after screenshot to see exactly what changed.
The tool also detects JavaScript and resource loading errors that may affect your site’s
behavior.

So, don't waste time manually testing your next Website upgrade.  Visually compare the 'before'
and 'after' automatically.

If you are planning to upgrade your site in the near term, please reach out to Support at
support@paperthin.com.  For more information on our new product, you can watch a short
explainer video at https://www.websiteupgradetester.com/explainervideo, or view our website at
https://www.websiteupgradetester.com.
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